
 

Release Notes for Version 7.0.2222 

Feature Type Comments Settings 

Activity Log Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

Add activity log entry for CC Batch 

"Credit Card Batch Started" and "Credit Card Batch Ended" Activity Log events have 

been added 

 

Assisted 

Assembly 

Fix Restoration Assisted Assembly will now correctly update each new order's status to 

"Assembled". 

 

Assisted 

Assembly 

Fix Fixed - If the 'Create Restoration Order' button is double-clicked, the system will 

create a new order, then void it and create another empty order to take its place. 

 

Assisted 

Assembly 

Fix Fixed issue with Auto-Assembly and auto-splitting of orders, where the system failed 

to load a new invoice/item after an auto-split was performed. 

 

Assisted 

Assembly 

Change Added new button to the customer view, "Uses Reusable Garment Bags" that can be 

toggled on/off to designate a reusable garment bag customer. 

 

Assisted 

Assembly 

New 

Feature 

As a SPOT user I would like support for reusable bags at Assisted Assembly 

Added visual cues to the Assisted Assembly screen if the customer is flagged to "Use 

Reusable Garment Bags". The status areas will flash for a few seconds after an 

invoice or item scan to notify the user of such a customer. 

 

Added "ReusableGarmentBags" to the invoice & bag tag templates (Client section), 

to be used for "EvaluateIf" purposes only. 

 

Configuration Change Tools->Configuration settings description text is now 10pt (was 8pt). Increased the 

size of the description box and added a vertical scroll bar. 

 

Conveyor Fix Fixed issue where orphaned invoices (customer merge?) were halting the conveyor 

split monitor. 

 

Customer 

View 

Fix More addresses screen was not populating address types in certain cases.  

Customer 

View 

Fix Change account web requests in SPOT were not saving if the Customer View OK 

button was immediately pressed without making any other changes. 

 

Customer 

View 

Fix Fixed - Creating a new customer caused an error re invalid node 

"ReusableGarmentBags" 

 



Email Change Added to the email/sms process interceptors a racking mode for "VISITONLY", that 

will ignore promised dates and send email or SMS when the last order in a visit is 

racked. 

 

General Fix Double-clicking "Finish" to complete a merchandise sale will no longer cause 

problems. 

 

General Fix CC Processing - Added code to close locked sessions automatically if aged more 

than a few minutes. Also cleaned up a bit of other processes, hopefully to help 

assure sessions are closed with more reliability. 

 

General Change - Brought report version to SPOT standard format. 

- Production Tool - Established, by setting, a minimum scan interval. Invalid scans 

won't reset this, but valid scans will prevent any other scan for the number of 

seconds specified. Only for "Pressing". 

- Production Tool - Updates the screen every 10 seconds, instead of the previous 60 

second interval. 

- Added a setting to enable the item price to show on-screen, from the both the 

Production Tool and the Item Processes view. 

- Item Processes - Customer preferences will now show as intended. 

Settings in 

ProductionTrac 

as specified: 

Enable/Disable 

for Display Item 

Price, and Min 

Scan Interval. 

Home Page Fix Cosmetic issue with the main tab on the welcome page - stuck on "Modern" theme. 

Fixed to reflect the selected theme. 

 

Hotels Fix Fixed - Hotel discounts were not applying correctly to orders of the same customer, 

if the 'Detail' process was run concurrently on two workstations. 

 

HSL Fix HSL association was not properly saving HSL/ItemTracking ids when the values were 

10 digits or greater. Also, resolved the case where HSL association was not saving 

the item if a temporary item tracking barcode (999999*) was used. 

 

HSL Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

HSL Association Temporary Barcode Prefix setting. Company-wide setting to allow 

scanning temporary barcodes so they can be associated with items but without 

saving them as permanent HSL entries. Replaces hard-coded value of "999999*". If 

blank, all scans are treated as permanent HSL identifiers. 

Company->HSL 

Settings->HSL 

Association 

Temporary 

Barcode Prefix 

Markin Fix SPOT will no longer revert client visit discount information on Markin->Cancel if at 

least one split was performed successfully prior to the cancel. 

 

Merchandise New As a SPOT user, I would like my display pole to display every item price as they Added new 



Feature are scanned 

Added display of item description, quantity & price for each scan during 

merchandise sales. 

setting in 

Workstation 

Settings > 

Hardware 

Settings > 

Display Poles > 

Disable Display 

at Merchandise 

Sale, which 

allows an "Opt 

Out" ability. By 

default the 

feature is 

enabled, users 

must select new 

setting to 

disable. 

Merchandise Change Added total due/change to the make payment view, used in invoice view & 

merchandise sales. 

 

Messaging Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

SPOT Messaging now includes toggle buttons to sort users either alphabetically or 

by store. 

 

Messaging Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

SPOT Messaging now includes the ability to send a message to specific stores or to 

the entire company. 

 

Messaging Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

SPOT Messaging now displays the number of recipients to whom a message will be 

sent (info is to the right of the "To" field). 

 

Messaging Addition 

to 

Existing 

SPOT Messaging will track the resolved recipient incrementally as you type. Pressing 

[Enter] will select/deselect the highlighted entry. 

 



Feature 

Order View Change Added 'Cancel' button to the reverse payments prompt where the user is given the 

choice between cash & cash credit. Also added a 'Cancel' button on the prompt 

notifying user that additional Credit Card information will be required. 

 

Pickup Fix In certain scenarios with rounded cash payments in Order Pickup, SPOT was 

informing the user that the payments were insufficient. 

 

Reports Fix Created SP to render the Customer Visits report, with large increase in performance.  

Reports Fix The "Out of Pattern - Visit" report was not working for some non-U.S. localities  

Reports Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to include the @LOCKERPIN field in email, word 

and SMS presentations 

A "@LOCKERPIN" token has been made added for emails, SMS messages, and Word 

merge report presentations 

 

Routes Fix If the user clicked OK on the Route Stop dialog multiple times before the first 

operation completed, SPOT would in some cases erroneously resave the customer 

record without CCOF information. Resolved to only allow a single operation to occur. 

 

Routes Fix The user removes a route stop and prior to the stop being removed the user was 

able to click Customer View. This caused a concurrent save problem where the 

customer's CCOF information could be deleted. Resolved to not allow any other 

operations while the stop is being removed. 

 

Search Fix Added a bit more protection from double-clicks in the Customer Look-up view.  

Security Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

Tools->Users/Groups/Rights->Activity Rights now includes a resizeable window, 

collapse/expand, and select/deselect options. 

 

Security Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to expand, collapse, and resize the activity rights 

screen. 

Tools->Users/Groups/Rights->Activity Rights tab enhanced to be resizable, 

select/deselect all, expand/collapse all. 

 

Setup New 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to have a configurable option in SPOT to offset for 

timezone differences by store. 

Added to the "Location Info > Store" view a time zone setting, as well as an option 

for "Adjust for DST" (checkbox). These will save to the SPAccountNode table a 

 



TimeZoneName, TimeZoneOffset (in minutes, not hours), and TimeZoneUseDST (bit). 

SMS Fix SPOT will now send multiple SMS messages if there are multiple Phone/Cell phones 

on file and SMS reminders are set accordingly. 

 

 


